ABSTRACT The dock-less shared bike systems provide a convenient transportation mode for users to find, ride, or return a bike anywhere via GPS-based smartphone apps, with the bike position turmoil arises as side effects. To solve this problem, the geofence technology has been explored and then equipped in the ride-sharing service. However, the inadequate utilization and unreasonable distribution of the geographical resource impact the effectiveness of the geofence sites seriously. In this paper, we propose a collaborative geofence site selection (CGSS), which first pick up the hotspots based on a density-based and collaborationinspired method, and then allocate the geofence sites in the top-ranking hotspots. The CGSS aims to optimize the distribution location and the occupied area for each geofence in the city, so as to maximize the satisfactory degree of customers for both coverage ratio and capacity, with the total supplied geographical area for building geofence sites. The experimental results show that the CGSS method distributes geofence sites with a highly satisfactory degree and utilization rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bike-sharing systems are widely deployed in many major cities, e.g., New York, Paris and Beijing [1] , which offer an environment-friendly solution for the first-and-last mile connection and help bridge the gap between existing transportation modes such as subways and bus systems [2] , [3] . Dock-less shared bike, which emerges from China, has reinvented bike riding business and provided a more convenient and flexible mode to citizens. Users can find, ride or return a bike anywhere via GPS-based smartphone apps. There is an unprecedented booming of the dock-less bike systems. For example, Shanghai, the largest metropolis in China, currently has over 1.5 million dock-less shared bikes on the streets [4] .
During the expansion of dock-less shared bike programs, various challenge issues, such as urban planning complexity and bike position turmoil, arise as side effects. To solve the problem of indiscriminate parking, geofence, a virtual geographic zone being designated to restrict parking area [5] ,
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has been explored and equipped in the shared-riding service in 2018 [6] . The customers who return the shared bikes outside the designated geofence would be imposed a penalty [7] - [9] . Moreover, in this burgeoning mode, the time-keeping and record-keeping processes would be accomplished automatically by implementing this geofence technology. Thus, the bikes brought into and out of the restricted geofence are more easily to monitored and managed. These advantages facilitate the overall management and operation of the ridesharing service.
Although the equipped geofence technology has improved the dock-less shared bike systems, there are still many issues to be further resolved. The inadequate utilization and unreasonable distribution of the geographical resource are two of the most urgent challenges. Specifically, different bike-sharing companies designate their geofence sites independently and separately. This incurs a large amount of geographical resource input, which increases the complexity of overall geofence management. The chaotic position of geofence would also increase the time consumption when customers find a geofence to rent or return shared bikes.
In addition, most geofences are centralized nearby the city center. This aggravates the traffic congestion at popular Region-of-Interest and augments the resource scarcity at outskirts. Therefore, cities are looking for the instruments and policies to distribute the geofence sites by allocating the given amount of geographical area reasonably and economicallyfriendly, from a global perspective and achieving the overall advantage.
Many kinds of researches have been made to realize the balanced and customer-satisfactory ride-sharing service and support the strategic and operational planning. These efforts can be categorized into three groups. The most related efforts focuses on station site optimization, where the systems are with the docking stations [10] - [12] . In terms of geofence technology, the previous works about geofence are mostly related to Location Based Services, such as tourist information systems [13] and autonomous alert system [14] . However, there is so far no work aiming to optimize the citywide allocation and designation of the geofence sites, because the geofence technology has just been equipped on the shared bikes from 2018 [6] . Designating geofence sites offers good benefits as follows. From sharing bike operators' perspective, this helps rationalize the current allocation and avoid waste of overabundant bike deployment; for local governors, the optimized designation of geofence sites facilitate the city-wide management and urban planning; for customers, the uniformed bike regulation and rational allocation remit the potential bike congestions on the roads, thus ensure city tidiness and the safety of pedestrians [4] .
Inspired by such observations, in this paper, we propose Collaborative Geofence Sites Selection (CGSS), a densitybased and collaboration-inspired deployment method, which enables city managements to select and delineate optimal sites for geofence. In this task, detecting hotspots of dockless shared bikes and allocating the geographical area to these hotspots are two main challenging tasks. The first challenge is non-trivial when defining the hotness of a road, due to the arbitrary road length and the variable riding behaviors, which are hard to be extracted completely only from the density of the historical logs of the dock-less shared bikes. For instance, a long road typically involves many parking bikes, but it may not be hot or overloaded if the bikes are distributed over the entire pathway. Second, hotspots in a city are often changing over time and affected by user riding behaviors, thus the density of historical logs may be biased. Therefore, to solve the challenge of hotspots detection, we propose a density-based and collaboration-inspired method. The method is densitybased because the grid with a higher visiting frequency density would be allocated with more area resource. Moreover, the method should also be collaboration-inspired to solve the problem when there is a fluctuation in the number of stacked bikes in the different time slot. The collaboration-inspired factor can be represented by the PageRank value [15] . That is, the spots being closely-connected with more hotspots would be assigned with a larger importance value. The spots, which have a high probability to be the end spots of the extraordinary popular hotspots, would also be assigned with a larger importance value. We initially split the urban area of Beijing into evenly spaced square grids, and then estimate and quantify the probability that a bike will be rented or returned in each partitioned grid. This alleviates the effects of varying road lengths. Thereafter, the density of logs and the PageRank value are separately calculated and then weighted added. The integrated value can reflect the visiting popularity of the grid and the importance of building a geofence site.
Given the density-based and collaboration-inspired detected top-ranking hotspots as well as the total geographic resource for building geofence sites, we optimize the schedule and designation of the geofence in the city, so that the satisfactory degree of customers is maximized. The satisfactory degree of customers is defined with two categories as follows. 1) The satisfactory degree for coverage ratio: customers are satisfied when their real destinations are within a certain range from the nearby geofence sites; 2) The satisfactory degree for capacity: customers are satisfied when the designated area of a geofence can afford the amount of rented and returned bikes. To achieve a high satisfactory degree, we derive a mathematical model. In terms of the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio, we selected the topranking hotspots to build geofence sites, thus the locations could fit the actual demand greatly. In terms of the satisfactory degree for capacity, the problem is formulated by linear programming theory [16] and solved by the Simplex algorithm [17] . We also give a solution algorithm to illustrate the solving process of our CGSS method.
We extensively simulate CGSS on real-world datasets collected over the city of Beijing, China. Our evaluation shows that the task of allocating geofence sites in the city can be accomplished satisfactorily by our proposed CGSS method. The satisfactory degree for coverage ratio and capacity could reach over 92% and 80%, respectively, and the utilization rate of the geographical area could reach up to 95%, when the number of geofence sites is fixed as 4000 and the total area is fixed as 5000 m 2 . The other three comparison algorithms incur lower satisfactory degree and utilization rate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work. Section III demonstrates the framework of CGSS. Section IV discusses the problem formulation. Section V reports our experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and discusses the future works.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many kinds of researches have been made to realize the balanced and customer-satisfactory ride-sharing service, and support strategic and operational planning. These efforts can be categorized into three groups, i.e. demand prediction, station site optimization, and bike reposition. The most related efforts are about station site optimization. There are also some works about geofence technology, which are currently utilized in the Location Based Services. These efforts are compared as follows. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. STATION SITE OPTIMIZATION This kind of efforts mainly focuses on station site optimization where the systems are with docking stations [10] - [12] . Note that, the dock-less shared bike can be rent/return anywhere, without the necessity to optimize the site location or space allocation. Specifically, Conrow et al. [10] apply a covering model to assess the necessary number and location of bicycle stations, utilizing spatial analytics, including GIS and spatial optimization. Liu et al. [11] predict station demand and balance, and then chose a set of stations from a large number of candidates using a genetic algorithm. Martinez et al. [12] simultaneously optimize the location of shared biking stations and measure the bicycle relocation activities required in a regular operation day through the Mixed Integer Linear Program. However, in these methods, due to the high construction cost, the number of the stations is usually limited and the locations may be sparse, which would increase the inconvenience for customers to rent or return the shared bikes. In addition, the dataset is usually confined in the domain of population heat map, location of base station, and map request logs, without direct reflection on customer requests. In comparison, in this paper, the location is more freedom and the geographical resources are more adequate in optimizing the station sites for the dockless shared bikes with geofence; the utilized data is the trajectory logs of Mobike shared bikes, which reflect the real demand of customers. In terms of the utilized technology, the density-based method and the PageRank method are integrated to detect the hotspots, and the linear programming algorithm are adopted to formulate the site allocation.
B. GEOFENCE TECHNOLOGY
The previous works about geofence are mostly related to Location Based Services, such as tourist information systems [13] and autonomous alert system [14] . Bareth et al. [13] define a formalism of geofence services and the interfaces to the marketplace that provide interesting proactive contextaware services. Sheppard et al. [14] combine a GPS receiver with a GSM communications system so that the alert system would work when telemetered birds enter into one of these virtual boundaries. However, it remains open to utilize the geofence technology to optimize the distribution location and allocated area of each designated site for shared bikes.
There are still other works exceed the pre-mentioned domain and aim at optimizing or structuring the related infrastructure construction. For example, Bao et al. [18] collect bike trajectory data and adopted these data to plan bike lanes in a city. Liu et al. [4] aim at predicting and detecting the parking hotspots for dock-less shared bikes in new cities in the very beginning, based on the factor transfer from the source city to the target city. However, it remains open to optimize the distribution location and allocated area of each designated geofence. It is the first attempt to designate the geofence for dock-less shared bikes. Specifically, given the total geographical area for building geofence, we plan a scheme to determine the location of each geofence site and distribute the total geographical area to these chosen geofence sites, so that the satisfactory degree of customers is maximized.
III. FRAMEWORK OF COLLABORATIVE GEOFENCE SITE SELECTION
In this section, we formally state the framework of CGSS. Based on the real-world data sets, the objective of this paper is to formulate a model to determine the location of each geofence site and assign the total geographical area to these chosen geofence sites, so as to maximize the satisfactory degree of customers.
The problem of deploying geofence in the city boils down to ensuring a high satisfactory degree of customers, that is high coverage ratio of the geofence sites and sufficient capacity of each geofence site. Designing a geofence at any location incurs charges in land lease, resource deployment, and equipment maintenance. To maximize the satisfactory degree of customers with a given amount of geographical area, it is in best interests of the city managements to select the geofence sites intelligently such that the designated geofence has maximum utilization. Our model enables city managements to find optimal geofence sits and allocate an optimal amount of area for each geofence site in a large metropolitan area.
To find the optimal geofence sites, we first detect the hotspots based on the historical logs of shared bikes in a density-based and collaboration-inspired method. Specifically, it calculates the density of shared bike requests at each grid, utilizing the pre-existed trajectory logs of dockless shared bikes. The weight value of each grid is also enhanced by the collaboration between any two closelyconnected grids, using the PageRank algorithm. For example, the density of shared bike logs at a stadium is relatively low on average, but the stadium attracts a huge amount of population during some specific time slot, such as during major events. This can be reflected from the situation when there is an unusual number of bikes being rented from its closelyconnected geofence. Therefore, our model insightful adds the connection information to adjust the geofence site selections, for fear of omitting the hotspots whose log densities change variably.
Having calculated the density of visiting popularity based on the historical logs, and the PageRank value of each partitioned grid, we aim at allocating the geofence sites in the top-ranking hotspots in an effective and efficient way, so as to maximize the satisfactory degree of customers. Note that, building geofence sites in each partitioned grid would incur a huge amount of manpower resources for bike reposition and reparation, with less gain in terms of satisfactory degree when the number of geofence sites is large. Thus, only the topranking hotspots are allocated with the geofence. The satisfactory degree of customers is defined with two categories: 1) the real destinations of customers are within a certain range from the nearby geofence; 2) the designated area of a geofence can afford the number of rented and returned bikes. We hope the allocated geofence site is close to the location of customers and its capacity is sufficient for both renting and returning dock-less shared bikes. Fig. 1 shows the workflow of CGSS. We categorize the framework's functioning in three phases, customer mapping, hotspots detection, and geofence site selection. The specific workflow is as follows.
Phase I (Customer Mapping): Previous research in user mobility has shown that user request distribution is temporally and behaviorally influenced [19] . For example, user request density is more populated in city centers than suburban areas. Such request patterns profoundly affect the utilization of geofence deployments in any region. An effective server deployment algorithm must consider the origin and destination of any shared bike log for optimal utilization. Therefore, before selecting geofence sites, customer mapping is an important survey for detecting the real demand for shared bikes. Through this, the customer preference and demand density can be reflected visually.
Phase II (Hotspot Detection): This phase focuses on detecting the hotspots in the city. Specifically, the hotspots are detected utilizing a density-based and collaboration-inspired method. Note that, the logs of the shared bikes may be biased and cannot reflect the overall demand and supply for each grid at any time period. Therefore, the collaboration factor should be considered for fear of some hotspots being omitted. The collaboration factor between grids can be reflected through the PageRank value, where grid connecting with more popular grids would be assigned with a higher value. Therefore, in this phase, we detect the hotspots based on the density of the shared bike logs initially, and then the collaboration information is integrated into the model to modify the hotspot omission and consummate the hotspot detection.
Phase III (Geofence Site Selection): With the information of the hotspots detected through Phase II, we aim to allocate the geofence sites in the selected top-ranking hotspots in Phase III. Given the geographic resource for building geofence sites, we optimize the schedule and designation of the geofence in the city, so that the satisfactory degree of customers is ensured. The satisfactory degree of customers is defined with two categories: 1) the real destinations of customers are within a certain range from the nearby geofence; 2) the designated area of a geofence can afford the number of returned bikes.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF CGSS
In this section, we formulate the problem of CGSS in three stages: customer mapping, hotspots detection, and geofence location selection.
A. CUSTOMER MAPPING
The design of CGSS is based on the assumption that all customers would observe rules and regulations of the dockless shared bikes with geofence. That is, the rental shared bikes must be returned to a geofence designed by city managements. The objective of the framework in this phase is to identify areas of high rental and returning demand for shared bikes as these areas have higher necessity for building geofence. We use the real-world data sets for customer mapping, named as bike trip logs, which is collected from Mobike [20] , the major commercial shared bike company in China. Specifically, the bike trip logs contain the historical records of urban bike trip data from shared bike users in Beijing, China. For example, Table 1 shows a toy example of the bike trip logs, where each record consists of an anonymized user ID, detailed trip start and end time, as well as the origin and destination of the bike trip, in the form of latitude and longitude. In particular, the bike trip data is collected in 2017, when the geofence technology has not been equipped in Mobike and users can return the shared bike anywhere as they like. Therefore, the origin and destination of the bike trip logs can reflect the real demand of customers for the dock-less shared bikes. Fig. 2 shows some preliminary experimental studies of the historical bike trip logs. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) demonstrate the geographical distribution of origins and destinations in the bike trip logs, respectively. We can observe from the two sub-figures that, both the origins and destinations of the logs tend to concentrate along the main streets and city landmarks. Moreover, Fig. 2(c) reflects the urban trip scale among the 16 districts in Beijing from 08:00 am to 09:00 am. Actually, about 61.90% of the bike trips origin and end at the same urban district, as Figure. 2(d) shows. This is because that share bikes are usually utilized for the first-and-last mile connection, without too long travel distance. Fig. 2(e) shows the percentage of grids with different visiting frequencies in Beijing, from 08:00 am to 09:00 am. Note that the grids with no visits make up the largest percentage, reaching 95.2067%. Therefore, we only need to select the grids with the high necessity to build geofence sites, for economize the manpower and material resources input.
B. HOTSPOT DETECTION
In this section, we introduce a density-based and collaboration-inspired method to detect the geofence sites. Specifically, for the task of hotspot detection, we aim to discover the regions with high visiting density by shared bike and potential collaboration between partitioned grids, based on the travel flow information extracted from bike trip logs. To avoid the effect of the arbitrary road length and facilitate the analysis of the historical data in different regions, we first split the urban area of Beijing into evenly spaced square grids, where each grid is an area with 200m × 200m, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The visiting frequency (both origins and destinations) of the bike trip logs is a straightforward indicator for measuring. However, it cannot capture the inner-collaboration and potential attraction between different regions, which can be reflected from the transaction relationship. Institutively, the destination regions are usually more important when people origins from popular areas [21] . Therefore, in this paper, we attempt to create an indicator to measure the potential attraction and the inner-collaboration between different grids using PageRank algorithm [15] . Suppose that there is a set of partitioned grids in Beijing, China:
For each grid i, there are two metrics to measure the visiting popularity density and inner-collaboration as follows.
To calculate the visiting popularity density of different grids, we firstly focus on the density of the historical logs of the dock-less shared bikes. The grids with more visiting logs have a higher necessity to build geofence sites, even if the number of parked bikes remains unchanged when rental and return is balanced in the history data. Therefore, we calculate the average value of visiting density of each grid for each day. Suppose that the visiting density of grid i at time slot t ∈ T is V i,t , then the visiting popularity of grid i, which is denoted by V i , can be represented by:
To calculate the inner-collaboration of different grids, we construct an adjacency matrix, where each element denotes the query frequency between the corresponding grids. Then the PageRank value would be conducted based on the matrix, and the inner-collaboration of each grid i is denoted as its PageRank value, PR i . However, the matrix is really sparse, especially when the element connecting two grids in deferent districts. Actually, about 61.90% of the bike trips origin and end at the same urban district, as Fig. 2(d) shows. Therefore, to increase the accuracy of PageRank value and decrease the computation complexity, we cluster the origins and destinations into 30 clusters based on K-means clustering algorithm [22] . This clustering algorithm identifies regions and destinations with dense and frequent customer requests points. Then PageRank value is conducted based on the matrix of each cluster. Meanwhile, we also introduce an indicator heat value H to denote how the popularity of a grid i is influenced by grids around it. Specifically, we first define a heat kernel to calculate how j affects i, which is defined as:
), where dist(i, j) denotes the Euclidean distance between center of grid i and grid j. Meanwhile, h(i, j) will decay as dist(i, j) increases. After that, we define the heat value of grid i as H i = i∈N i h(i, j)PR j , where N i denotes the set of grids around grid i. Intuitively, the more popular the grids around i are, the higher value of H i is. Then the metrics to measure the inner-collaboration, IC i , is defined as follows:
The ranking sequence of the hotspots is determined by both the history visiting density and the collaboration value. The top |H | ranked grids would be allocated with geofence sites. This ensures efficiency and effectiveness in the whole management of the geofence. The ranking sequence is determined by the formulation as follows.
where α is an adjusting parameter.
C. GEOFENCE DESIGNATION
Designing a geofence at any location incurs charges in land lease, resource deployment, and equipment maintenance, in a great amount. Therefore, we only allocate geofence in the top-ranking hotspots. Given the total area of geographic resource, we optimize the schedule and designation of the geofence sites in the city, so that costumers' experience is ensured. The satisfactory degree of customers is divided into two categories as follows. 1) Str is about coverage ratio, the customer is satisfied when the real destination is within a certain range to its nearest geofence; 2) Stc is about capacity, the customer is satisfied when there is still vacant area at the geofence for returning the shared bike and there is still un-utilized shared bikes for renting. To facilitate analyzing the historical data, we split each log of a shared bike into two sub-logs, the one contains the start time and origin, the other one contains the end time and destination. The related notations are shown in Table. 2. We firstly focus on the satisfactory degree for the coverage ratio. We first rank the grids based on the value of G i , which gives a comprehensive consideration of both the visiting popularity and the inner-collaboration between grids. Thereafter, the top |H | ranked grids would be allocated with geofence sites. Actually, the selected grids determine the satisfactory degree for the coverage ratio directly. It is because that, the origin and destination of each log would correspond to a nearby selected grid. When the distance is within the refined D meters, the customers are satisfied. The formulation of St r is defined as follows. Then, we focus on the satisfactory degree for the capacity. For the i th geofence site, there is initially s i × v 1 shared bikes. After renting and returning bikes in a period of time, the current number of docked shared bikes determines the Stc when customers rent, and the current amount of vacant area determines Stc when customers return. We aim at allocate the total area, TS, to all the selected geofence site, that the satisfactory degree for capacity is maximized for both renting and returning. Let w k refer to the variable that denotes the satisfactory degree of sub-log k in terms of capacity, the formulation is as follows.
The optimization objective (5) maximizes the satisfactory degree of the |K | geofence in terms of capacity in the city. Constraint (6) states that for any given shared bike rent log, it has only one optimal rent grid. Constraint (7) states that any shared bike return log has only one return grid. Constraint (8) ensures that the total designated area of geofence should not exceed the allocated area TS. Constraint (9) simplifies the formulation of the current number of shared bikes at each geofence site as a parameter. Constraint (10) calculates the whether or not the customer is satisfied when he rent/return the shared bikes at log k. Finally, constraints (11)∼(13) define the domain of the variables.
D. SOLUTION ALGORITHM DESIGNATION
To facilitate the understanding of the solution process, we provide a solution algorithm in this sub-section. The main solution process is composed of two parts, i.e., hotspots detection and geofence site selection. In terms of hotspots detection, the factor of visiting popularity density and innercollaboration for each grid can be calculated from the history dataset through Equation. (1) and (2), respectively. In terms of geofence site selection, we first pick the top H ranked grids to be the geofence sites. The satisfactory degree for the coverage ratio can be calculated from site selection directly. Moreover, the satisfactory degree for the capacity can be determined through Equation. (5)- (13), which is a variant of the linear programming problem [16] . For the reason that the number of variables of the system of linear equations is greater than the number of equations, there will be an indefinite number of solutions. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we utilize the Simplex algorithm [17] to find the optimal solution in a limited number of iterations. The specific solution algorithm is represented in Algorithm. 1 as follows.
Algorithm 1 Our Efficient Solution of the CGSS Method
1: for each grid i in N do 2: calculate the visiting popularity density factor V i 3:
calculate the inner-collaboration factor IC i 4:
determine the top |H | ranked grids 5: end for 6: calculate the Str based on the geographical location of the top |H | ranked grids 7: find an basic feasible solution for the satisfactory degree for capacity as the current best solution CBS 8: while the CBS dose not satisfy the optimality condition do 9: find another feasible solution through replacing a basis variable 10: update the CBS and Stc 11: end while 12: return Str, CBS and Stc Firstly, the factor of visiting popularity density and innercollaboration for each grid is calculated (line 2 -3), with which, the top H ranked grids can be selected to be the geofence sites (line 4). Then the satisfactory degree for the coverage ratio can be calculated from site selection directly (line 6). Thereafter, to find the geofence site allocation solution with the highest satisfactory degree for capacity, we utilize the Simplex algorithm to find the optimal solution in a limited number of iterations (line 7 -11). In the end, the optimal solution and the value of satisfactory degree can be gain satisfactorily (line 12).
V. PERFORMANCE EMULATION
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of CGSS over Beijing, China, utilizing the datasets published by Mobike [23] . At first, we introduce the experimental settings used for demonstration in Section. V-A, including the experimental data, comparison algorithms, and evaluation metrics. Then we conduct performance emulations in Section V-B, in terms of satisfactory degree and utilization rate.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We use the real-world datasets for the evaluation, that is the 2314096 logs of shared bike trajectories published by Mobike Company [23] . One third of the data is used for training the model, and the other data is used for testing. For any geofence site, we assume that there at most three shared bikes per square meter, and the number of shared bikes at each geofence site would be re-balanced to two per square meter at the beginning of each hour, by city shared bike dispatcher. The maximum coverage range of a geofence is set to be 500m. The adjusting parameter α is set to be 0.8.
2) COMPARISON ALGORITHMS AND EVALUATION METRICS
We complemented and compared the following algorithms:
Random: This approach chooses k grids in Beijing randomly to build geofence sites, and the area of each geofence is also randomly designated.
Area-Random: This method focuses on customer request densities. It selects the top-|H| hotspots with the density of customer requests. The area of each chosen geofence site is designated randomly.
Density-Based: This method also focuses on customer request densities. It selects the top-|H| geofence sites in the visiting popularity density. The area of each chosen geofence site is also designated based on the density. The site with a higher customer visiting density would be assigned with more area.
CGSS: This method focuses on both customer request densities and the inner-collaboration between different grids. It selects the top-|H| ranked geofence sites. The geographical area for each geofence site is determined with the aim to augment the satisfactory degree of customers.
We rigorously analyze the above methods using the following performance metrics.
The Satisfactory Degree of Customers: The satisfactory degree refers to the average percentage of customer requests being satisfied by the designated geofence sites. The satisfactory degree of customers can be divided into two categories: 1) the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio, where the average percentage of customer requests when the real destinations of customers is within 500m from the nearby geofence; 2) the satisfactory degree for capacity, where the average percentage of customer requests when the designated area of the geofence can afford the amount of rented and returned bikes.
The Utilization Rate of Geographical Area (URGA): Given a number of shared bike logs and the total area for a geofence site, the utilization rate of the geofence sites refers to the maximum load-carrying capacity. The utilization rate is 1 when the geofence site is always full. The URGA can be derived from:
maximum number of docked bikes number of containable bikes }.
The evaluation methodology is represented as follows. First, we generate parameters as described in Section. V-A.1 and then build the city network and partition the city into small grids. Then, we plan the area for geofence sites based on our comparison algorithms, separately. Finally, we emulate the performance of each comparison algorithm from two aspects, i.e., the satisfactory degree of customers and the utilization rate of the geographical area.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we conduct large-scale experiments to evaluate the performance of the discussed methods. We split the Beijing area into 335 × 347 grids, where each grid covers an area of 200m × 200m. The performance evaluation is conducted in terms of the satisfactory degree and the utilization ratio. All results are averaged over 20 runs.
1) THE SATISFACTORY DEGREE OF CUSTOMERS
Firstly, we emulate the performance in terms of the satisfactory degree of customers. Fig. 4(a) plots the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio and capacity (Str and Stc respectively) under the various amount of area for geofence sites, when the number of geofence sites is 4000. The Str remains unchanged with the increase of total area for geofence, while Stc increases gradually. The reason is that, the cover ratio of each geofence is determined by only its site location. The determined number of geofence sites would cause the determined value of Str. What's more, Stc increases gradually and tends to be a stable value. The root cause is that the larger amount of total geographical resources would release the bike congestion in any geofence site. The maximum value of the satisfactory degree for capacity is limited by the given number of geofence sites. Fig. 4(b) shows the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio and capacity under various number of geofence sites, when the area for geofence sites is 5000 m 2 . Both Str and Stc grow up with the number of allocated geofence sites increase. The reason is that, more available geofence sites propose more popular hotspots in the city to rent and return. Moreover, assigning the total geographical area to more available sites is more closely aligned with the actual capacity requirements of customers. Fig. 4(c) shows the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio and capacity under various adjusting parameter α, when the area for geofence sites is 5000 m 2 and the number of geofence sites is 4000. With the increase of the adjusting parameter, the satisfactory degree for coverage ratio remains stable. The reason is that the number of allocated geofence sites is fixed. The satisfactory degree for capacity grows up when the adjusting parameter increases from 0 to 0.8, and declined a little afterwards. It is because that, both the factor of the visiting popularity density and the inner-collaboration contributes a lot to detect the hotspots. Considering only the visiting popularity density or the inner-collaboration would reduce the satisfactory degree for customers in terms of capacity. Fig. 5(a) plots the satisfactory degree for capacity (Stc) under the various amount of area for geofence sites, when the number of geofence sites is 4000. The Stc of method CGSS is the largest, while that of method Random is smallest. CGSS outperforms others because it designates geofence sites based on both the density of customer requests and the inner-collaboration, which enhances the utilization efficiency the most. With the increase of the total area for geofence sites, Stc of the four methods all become higher. The reason is that the larger area for geofence would enlarge the capacity of each site, thus the customers would have a larger probability to be satisfied when they find a place to rent or return a shared bike. The advantage of CGSS is more obvious when the total area is smaller. The root cause is that the rational designation of the site of the area for each geofence maximums the overall efficiency, especially when the resource is limited. Fig. 5(b) shows the satisfactory degree for capacity (Stc) under various number of geofence sites, with the total area for geofence sites being fixed as 5000 m 2 . When the number of geofence sites is limited, only a small part of hotspots is covered, which leads to the resource unbalance of the geofence. Thus, the satisfactory degree would increase with more allocated geofence sites.
2) THE UTILIZATION RATE OF GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Then, we emulate the performance in terms of the utilization rate of the geographical area. Fig. 6(a) plot the utilization rate of the geographical area under various amount of total area and various number of geofence sites, respectively. CGSS always outperforms the other three methods in these sub-figures. The reason is that, CGSS allocates the geofence sites in a more rational and practical way. The nonrational allocation would cause resource unbalance, where some hotspots are assigned with a huge amount of area, and others not. This would incur resource waste or scarcity in the city. Thus, the three comparison algorithms suffer the less utilization rate. The URGA decreases when the total area for geofence sites adds. It is because that the larger amount of area releases the resource requirement, thus some geofence site would have more idle capacity at some time slot. Moreover, the URGA grows up when the given number of geofence sites increase. It is because that the customer would have a larger probability to successfully rent or return their shared bikes nearby when a larger number of grids are allocated with geofence sites, with the given amount of total geographical area. In summary, the task of allocating geofence sites in the city can be accomplished satisfactorily by our proposed CGSS method. The satisfactory degree for coverage ratio and capacity would reach over 92% and 80%, respectively, and the utilization rate of the geographical area reaches up to 95%, when the number of geofence sites is fixed as 4000 and the total area is fixed as 5000 m 2 . The other three comparison algorithms incur lower satisfactory degree and utilization rate.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a novel method called CGSS, which provides an optimal way for city managements to designating geofence sites for dock-less shared bikes in the city. We first detect the hotspots of the dock-less shared bikes in a densitybased and collaboration-inspired method. Thereafter, we allocate and designate the geofence sites in the top-ranking grids, aiming at maximizing the satisfactory degree of customers. We mathematically formulate this problem in the form of Linear Programming technology. In the evaluation, we compare our proposed methods with the other three algorithms and find that our method accomplishes the geofence site allocation task with a higher customer satisfactory degree and utilization rate of the geographical area. This paper is the first attempt to investigate the geofence allocation problem. The research topic can be further extended in several directions. First, the alienation of the geofence sites is based on the history data within one month. It is more practical to change or update the allocation periodically for fear of seasonal trend of customers' behavior or the substantial change in the city-wide roads. Second, our emulation is based on the traffic data in off-peak hours. It is meaningful to update the live traffic in further studies, which is much closer to the practical application. Finally, it is an important extension for the real-world case study and benchmark instance design, which can be used to test different models and methods in this field.
